Phoneme-Grapheme Mapping Activities

CVC words

Say “nap”. How many sounds do you hear?
   Give me the sounds. Use your markers.
   Now give me the letter for each sound. Write each letter under your marker.

Now say the sounds in “nip.” Which marker will you change?
   Show that change.
   Write your new word under “nap.”

Now say the sounds in “nick.” Which marker will you change?
   Show that change.
   Write your new word under “nip.”
   You will use 2 letters to make the /k/ sound.

Continue changing markers to spell:

pick pack shack shock shop chop chip chick

Phoneme-Grapheme Mapping Sequences

Short Vowels

win wish dish dig dug mug mud much such sum
let lit hit hot hog fog fig fin chin chip
beg bet set sell bell well shell shall shack shock

CVC, Initial Blends

snap snip slip flip flap flag flash flesh fresh
trim brim grim grip grill frill drill drip drop
spin spun span spat spot spit slit slot plot
trick track crack crock clock block flock fleck flesh
stop stock stuck stub stab slab blab black block
grip trip trap trash crash crab grab grass glass

**CVC, Final Blends**

land lend send sent bent tent tint tilt wilt welt
lamp damp dump pump hump hemp help held meld
just gust rust rest best belt bent rent runt hunt
fast fist list lint hint mint mist mast cast last
tank sank sink sunk bunk bank rank rang ring sing
hang hung rung lung long song sung sunk sulk silk

**Vce (Magic e Words)**

Note: The final e will be written in the lower corner of the last consonant square. It should not be given its own box, as it does not represent a separate phoneme. An arrow can be drawn from the e to the first vowel, showing that the e changes the sound of that vowel.

bake bike dike dime dome dime lime lame lane
tube tune tone bone cone core cure pure
tire fire fine mine mile mule mute cute
shape share shore shone shine line lane lace
rice race lace lice mice mire tire tore
Vce Words with Initial Blends

blame flame flake flare blare blaze
stone store stare stale stole stove
broke brake drake drape grape grave
spoke spore snore snare spare space
price prime crime grime gripe grope
place plate slate state stake snake

Adding Phonemes to Make New Words

Blends

sit silt stilt stilts
bed bend blend blends
let left cleft clefts
rap trap tramp tramps

Vce Words

pat past paste pasted
pin pine spine spines
rip grip gripe griped
cop cope scope scopes
**Long Vowel Patterns**

pan  pain  Spain  sprain

ran  rain  brain  brains

cot  cost  coast  coasts

bet  beat  beast  beasts

bed  bead  beard  beards

stem  steam  stream  streams

did  died  dried

lid  lied  plied

**Diphthongs**

cop  coop  scoop

hot  shot  shoot

pod  prod  proud

Don  down  drown

pod  pond  pound

pot  spot  spout

con  coin  coins

raw  draw  drawn